What can ALIA Conferences do for you?

ALIA Conferences are a vital part of a library and information professional's professional development. Here is some feedback our attendees chose to share...

“Getting away from the everyday and thinking outside the square. This is why attending conferences in real time is still relevant.”

“The flow of information is invaluable. It’s important to have a chance to hear the big picture issues, be involved at the local levels and have an opportunity to discuss problems with other like-minded people.”

“Everyone should invest in their own professional development - learn, connect and enjoy being a part of ALIA.”

“Meeting such amazing people, who so freely gave of their knowledge and experiences.”

“The information gained at the symposium will help me with searching for a new position and maintaining future jobs. The symposium also gave me a lot of pointers and ideas to use in future employment positions.”

“It is a great way to broaden one’s library perspective and pick up ideas from other parts of the sector.”

For more information about ALIA Conferences please visit www.alia.org.au/events/conferences-symposiums-and-summits